Established in 1990, Ogawa Advantec Machinery Inc. is a manufacturer which provides clients with its specific technical know−how for designing and manufacturing machinery. Our primary objective is to supply user−oriented and user−friendly equipment, based on technical expertise on electric control and chemistry, together with mechanical engineering.

Our technical advantage is characterized by the production of customized machinery in Hokkaido, not by the supply of completed machinery from non−Hokkaido regions according to each operational purpose.

In fact, since today's state−of−the−art machinery is highly specialized and technology−intensive, a single small enterprise cannot possess all technologies required for completing equipment, thereby requiring the consolidation of technologies and skills in other specialized fields. Therefore, we conclude that a machine design office with considerable technical expertise, experience and know−how, like our company, is expected to complete such technology−intensive equipment in collaboration with various specialized subcontractors. We believe this streamlined and appropriate manufacturing approach forms the basis of our product making. We aim to produce competitive equipment in the fields of steel frame construction, machining, metal plating, electric work and mechatronics, using excellent subcontractors’ intensive technical skills.

**Major Product Lines**: Design and production of machinery such as ultrafiltration equipment, distilling and concentrating equipment, reaction and composition equipment, synthetic resin processing equipment (including equipment control)
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**Corporate Overview**

Address: 3−8, Inaho 1−jo 1−chome, Teine−ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido 0060031 Japan
Company Representative: Kazuyoshi Ogawa, president
Phone: +81−11−682−6930  FAX: +81−11−685−3266
URL: http://www.ogawaadvantec.com
Foundation: October, 1990
Capital: 10,000,000 Yen
Employees: 3
Category of Business: Designing and manufacturing industry
Business contents: Designing and manufacturing mechanical appliances
Contact: Kazuyoshi Ogawa, president
E−mail: ogawa−kz@poem.ocn.ne.jp